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INTRODUCTION
.
The idea of the preservative treatment of wood is by no means
new. Timber was naturally the first material employed by man for
the purposes of constructive engineering. Allusions to various
substances employed for preserving timber and other vegetable fibers
from decay are frequent in the writings of the ancients. Tar and
pitch have been used for painting or smearing wood from periods of
the most remote antiquity. The magnificent statue of Zeus by Phidias
was erected in a grove at Olympus where the atmosphere was damp; the
wooden platform upon which it stood v/as therefore imbued with oil.
Glauber in 1848 published two methods of treating wood. The first
patent on preservative processes in England was issued in 1737.
During the 18th century some ten different methods of treatment were
proposed. In America between the years 1837 and 1890, 269 patents
were granted on methods or materials for the preservation of wood.
Since 1890 many patents have been granted for methods having for
their principal object economy, such as the Rueping process.
Active progress in timber preservation dates from the year 1832.
During this and the ten following years, the processes invented by
Kyan, Bethell, Burnett and Boucherie were introduced in England and
France, and shortly put into very general use. The Bethel patent
related more particularly to the method of treatment. This consist-
ed of the use of closed vessels to contain the timber, in which first
a vacuum was produced, then fully surrounded by the chemicals and
pressure applied to force it into the wood. The other treatments
advocated different chemicals.
The history of such treatment in the United States extends
.uiuc*
zabout as far back, but the adoption of treatment has not been as
general. For this there has been good reason. Our supply of timber
being much greater, and the quantities required greater while the
cost has been much less, the necessity for the conservation of the
supply and the economy of an expenditure for treatment, has not been
sufficiently evident. In recent years, however, no subjedt has re-
ceived closer and more earnest consideration than that pertaining to
the use of wood preservatives and their application to timber used
in the construction of marine work, railroads, etc. This has been
brought about by various causes chief among them being the denudation
of the pine and oak forests of the north, the advance in the cost of
timber, the desire of builders to erect more permanent structures and
improvements than formerly were the rule.
The United States uses each year over 100,000,000 cross-ties
of which about 18 percent are treated, and about 80 percent of this
number are used for renewals. Practically all of the ties treated
were the cheaper soft wood, such as loblolly pine, long-leaf pine,
short- leaf pine, hemlock pine and tamarack; the hard pines, the oak
ties, and the redwoods seldom being treated. There are 800,000
miles of telephone poles in use in this country. This means that at
least 32,000,000 poles are in service. The untreated poles have
an average life of twelve years. For the maintainance of the pre-
sent lines, 2,650,000 poles are required annually. There are no
figures showing how many of these poles are treated, but the number
is small. The total consumption of the timber in this country per
year is about 100 billion feet board measure. Such a drain upon our
forests would consume all our timber in 20 years, excluding the
annual growth, which does not exceed over 35 billion feet. Prom
ll these statistics it is evident that we must prolong the life of the_

3timber used, by preservative processes. It is with these processes
that this paper has to deal.
CAUSES OF DECAY III TIMBER
.
Decay in timber is brought about through the presence, growth
and development of living organisms known as bacteria and fungi.
Insects and teredos bore holes into the sound timber, and in many
cases they may riddle a stick completely, so that it falls to pieces.
The work of the white ants and the teredo which are so destructive to
all timbers in warmer climates and the southern sea waters respective
ly,are of this character. Timbers which are submerged in ocean
water seldom deteriorate from the ordinary organisms which cause
decay, but are subjected to injury from other sourses.
Three varieties of ship worms, teredo navalis, teredo norvegica,
and xylotrya fimbriata, are extremely destructive in certain locali-
ties along the American coast. Considerable injury is also done in
some sections by the limnoria and the cherula. The ship worms are
mollusks, and form galleries underneath the surface of the timber
and completely riddle it. The limnoria and the cherula are crust-
acean ipsods and attack the timber on the outside, frequently cutting
piling in two. The rate of increase among ship worms is almost be-
yong belief. It has been calculated that one female may contain
from 1,000,000 to 100,000,000 eggs. Specimens of the ship worms
four feet in length and seven-eighths of an inch thick are abundant
along the Atlantic coast from Newport News southward. On account of
their vast numbers and great size,, the teredo norvegica and the
Jxylotrya fimbriata are almost entirely responsible for the great de-

struction done to submerge timbers along our southern coast. The
ship worms do riot eat the wood, but live on infusoria obtained in it]
The wood passes into one of the siphons in the shape of a very fine
powder
,
and, on contraction of this siphon, it is thrown out. The
teredo enters the wood through a very small pin like opening, these
holes are so small that they may be unnoticed, while inside the wood
may be honeycombed. Untreated timbers placed in teredo waters have
been completely honeycombed in less than thirty days, v/hile creosotec
timbers have lasted over twenty years and were still in very good
condition. These facts are shown very clearly in figures on pages
The decay of structural timber is, however, brought about most
frequently by either bacteria or fungi. These organisms require
certain conditions for their development. Chief araong these condi-
tions are moisture and warmth. Very favorable conditions for the
decay of timber exists in the subtropical and tropical regions. It
is these conditions which are favorable for the development of the
"bacteria, and fungi that we must eliminate.
Bacteria and fungi are low plants and grow very rapidly, these
plants obtain their food by breaking up the complex chemical com-
pounds; of which wood is composed into simpler substances, utilizing
some of these and leaving some either as gases or solids. Briefly
stated they take all the food from the wood, and leave a different
substance, rotted wood, behind.. In the Texas experimental track
about one-half of the untreated ties had a fungus growth after two
years in service, while only a few treated ties had any fungus
growth. The fungus growth on these ties is shown on pages ^fs/^
Thoroughly dried timber or timber kept under water all the time we

Small Pin - Like Holes Indicate where Teredo Entered when Small.
Connection is Always Maintained with the Outside through these Small
Openings
.
No. 3.—UNTREATED OAK PILE AFTER TWO YEARS' SERVICE.

SECTION OF TREATED PILE AFTER EXPOSURE IN TEREDO WATER.
This section of creosoted pile was tak- n from a pile in Muscogee Wharf atPensacola, Fla., after it had been in service for more than
twenty years. There is no worse teredo water in the Gulf of Mexico than at Pensacola.

No. l.-PINE PILE AFTER TWENTV-EIGHT YEARS' SERVICE.

sFig. 1.—Untreated Beech Ties with a Timber-destroying Fungus (Polystictus
versicolor fr.) growing on the ends—an evidence of decay.

sFig. 1. -Untreated Hemlock Ties with a Timber-destroying Fungus Growing
on Them.
[Note that almost all of these ties have fungi on them.]
Fig. 2.— Untreated Longleaf Pine Ties, One of Which Shows Timber-destroying
Fungus iLenzites sepiariai.

Fig. 1.—Untreated Loblolly Pine Ties, Showing Timber-destroying Fungus
( lenzites sepiaria) growing on the ends.
Fig. 2.—Untreated Tamarack Tie Badly Decayed, Showing Fruiting Bodies of
Timber-destroying Fungus.
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know, of course, endures indefinitely. The
timbers in many old
buildings have been in position for hundreds of
years, and do not'
show any signs of deterioration. Timbers that
have been placed in
the sea in prehistoric ages are still in perfect
condition. Here
the supply of oxygen necessary for the development
of fungi is cut
off. Decay in piles for instance, takes place
near the point where
the pile emerges from the water. In fence
posts and telegraph pole*
the decay usually starts just below the surface of the
soil. Above
the ground the wood remains dry, while at the
extreme base there is
only a limited supply of oxygen. Where there
is some oxygen and
some moisture, that is, near the surface of the
ground, there the
rot sets in.
A striking feature is the great variability in
all respects of
timber of the same kind taken from different trees
and localities.
Those who have impregnated timber are constantly
confronted with
this fact, for they find "that very rarely are
two pieces of wood
alike."
On account of the great rapidity of
wood decaying and being
destroyed by insects, attempts were made
to prevent the favorable
conditions of the growth of fungi and bacteria,
and to prevent in-
sects from boring into the wood. Many
centuries ago wood was
charred to make it more resistant. Later
on came a period when wood
was coated with preservative paints, and
then attempts were made to
inject perscvatives into the wood. The theory
upon which the in-
jection of salts and oil into the wood is based,
is that the pre-
servative acts as poisons, killing the fungi
or bacteria which
grow in wood, and preventing the destructive
insects from boring
into the wood.
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Today there are many processes to impregnate timber with
anti-
septics. There can he no doubt there are processes which do
in-
crease the length of life of timber, and do so at a
reasonable cost.
The question which is before those who use timber for any
structural
purpose is: which one of the numerous processes advocated shall
we
use? The answer to this question must take into consideration,
(1)
the cost of the operation; (2) the comparative efficiency of
the
various treatments; (3) the readiness and ease with which any one
treatment can be employed. While the results obtained during the
last forty years are beyond question of great value as indicating
the extent to which one or another process may be trusted, we have
few indications as to the comparative value of these various pro-
cesses. The results were obtained in particular sections of the
country; they are restricted to particular soil conditions of
which
we have only scant records, and to particular kinds of wood.
Any one who has gone ever the published statements of results
of timber treatment, can not fail to observe the numerous contra-
dictory statements found in these reports. Voluminous discussions
upon this question have appeared every year, and yet there seems
to
be no well defined understanding of the best method of timber treat-
ment. The difficulty has been that many have tried to compare re-
sults obtained with the same or similar processes in different lo-
calities under different conditions. It is obviously unfair to con
|
demn a process because it has given poorfresults in Alabama than in
a Western State. One may be warranted in stating that it may prove
economic to employ one system in one place and another in a second
part of the country.
The- following will be a brief description of an experiment,
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which was begun in 1902, with the intention of getting some data
upon the various processes for railway ties. It is well known that
treated and untreated timbers decay with greater rapidity in some
parts of this country than in other parts. It was thought possible
that, by selecting a region where decay took place with the greatest
rapidity, the retrogressive changes which take place in timber might
be hastened, and conclusions made within a shorter time than if the
timbers were laid in a region where decay is slow. A portion of
track belonging to the Santa Fe Railroad was finally selected, ly-
ing some 75 miles east of Somerville, Texas. The ground in which
the timber is placed admits of little drainage. The annual rain-
fall and the average temperature are high. The trar-k is shaded for
some distance. These conditions favor not only rapid changes in
the source injected into timber, but also rapid growth of the de-
structive fungi when once the amount of injected salts had fallen
below the mininum. The ties in this portion of the country treated
with chloride of zinc had decayed in from two to four years, while
untreated timber decayed in twelve to fourteen months. The experi-
ment is outlined with a view of answering these questions: (1) which
1
treatment now advocated gives the best results (under the same con-
ditions) in increasing the length of life of the timber? (2) Does
one and the same kind of treatment give the same results with dif-
ferent, timber? (3) Can inferior timbers be made to pay for the
cost of renewal by impregnating them with one preservative or an-
other? This experiment is to be regarded as a first step, which inaj
answer most of the unsolved questions now awaiting answers. At the
present time the general condition of the track was good. Almost
all of the untreated timbers showed signs of decay after two years
of service. The treated ties pre in good condition especia ! ly thos^

treated with creosote. The most interesting result so far obtained
from the test, is that all the ties which were subjected to excess-
ive heating during the treatment, had to he removed very soon after
being placed, on account of there brittleness and being shattered to
pieces. This effect due to excessive heating is described more
fully under the effect of steaming. Views taken twenty months after
the track had been laid, are shown on pages e,9,s/o
Very go od^ac curate records have been kept in Austria concerning
the life of untreated and treated ties under the same conditions.
These are shown by the following diagrams^ pages js 2/e
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Mvrrrber <?/ fears Ties m 5err*< ce
v I I 1 ''\.'--V" I T : l ; I 1 1 i 1 T 1 1 1! I \
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Prom these diagrams one may conclude that oak ties last
twelve
to fourteen years, that when treated with zinc chloride
they give a
much longer service , and still more when treated with tar
oil.
The heech ties give a very striking picture of the comparative
re-
sults and needs little comment. The un impregnated timber
was all
gone after four years. The ties treated with zinc chloride
lasted
on an average of eleven to twelve years, and those
impregnated with
tar oil over fifteen years. The results of the tamarack
ties may be
given as follows: unimpregnated, nine to ten years;
impregnated
with zinc chloride, probably thirteen years; impregnated with
tar
oil over fifteen years. The pine ties are among those which
decay
most rapidly. It will be noted from figure that untreated
pine
ties last about five to six years, and the treated ties will last
many more years. The curves do not extend out far enough,
but they
show a probable average life of over seventeen years for the
zinc
chloride treatment and considerable more for the tar oil.
A comparison of the diagrams, show that treatment of timber
with zinc chloride increases the length of life of treated timber
very materially, and treatment with tar oil does so still more.
These results were obtained in Austria and in comparing them to
our
timbers, it will be found that the oak is an unusally resistant
timber, the others however are about the same as in this country.
The lengthening of life of tamarack ties is much like that of. the
oak. The results obtained with the tar oil considerably exceed
those shown with zinc chloride. A glance at the curves will suffic
to show this without any further comment.
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PROCESSES OP WOOD PRESERVATION.
There are two general methods of impregnating wood with a
preserving antiseptic.
(1) Open Tank Method
(2) Closed Tank Method
The open tank method is "based upon the use of an open tank
capable of withstanding heat, and either equipped with steam coils
or so arranged that fire can be placed underneath it. This method
has not been used to preserve wood on a commercial basis, but has
been mostly used by the United States Forest Service in performing
experiments to determine some practical method of prolonging the
life of timbers, part of which are to be in the ground, such as
fence posts, telegraph and telephone poles. The idea is to treat
the part that is to be below the ground surface, and to leave the
part above ground untreated ,hence making a pole with all parts of
a more equal life.
Sufficient preservation is run into the tank to cover the oor-
tion of the timber which is to be treated, and the temperature of
the liquid is then raised slightly above the boiling point of water,
This temperature is maintained for a length of time . depending upon
the character of the wood and the treatment desired. At the end of
the hot bath the timber is either quickly transferred to another
vat, containing a cold preservative, in Which it is submerged for
a definite period of time, or else the heat is shut off and the
timber is allowed to remain in the cooling liquid, until the re-
quired absorption is obtained, or until no further absorption takes
place. The time required by the treatment is from 14 to 18 hours,
-It may > f> ^ h'^rtfmftn'j h OY/ever , "M+hnn+ ^^^^^^ tVia tirnhnr frnffl Ji

one vat to another, by running out the hot liquid at the end of the
hot oath and simultaneously letting in the cold liquid.
The second method was introduced in 1831 by Mr. Breant , a
director of the Mint of Paris, who invented the first apparatus for
injecting timber by means of vacuum arid pressure, in a closed iron
cylinder. The cylinder was fixed vertically, and inconvenient
arrangement not necessary to the efficiency of his process. The iron
cylinder and the process by vacuum and pressure were adopted "by Mr.
Bethell in 1338, and greatly improved by him and by Mr. H . P. Burt,
who were associated together for some years. The cylinder was en-
larged, its fittings strengthened and simplified, and an interior
heating apparatus added. The main features of this machinery are
still the same in the usual apparatus of the present day.
The present method of treating timber by the vacuum and pres-
sure tank consists of loading the seasoned or unseasoned timber
(depending whether the timber is seasoned in a storage yard or by
the steaming process) on buggies made entirely of metal and run
directly into the retort. These retorts are usually six feet in
diameter and 125 feet long, and will accomodate about 2100 cubic
feet. The largest retort nov/ in use is the one used by the Inter-
national Creosoting and Construction Company, of Galveston, Texas,
it has a diameter of 9.5 feet and is 165 feet long with a capacity
of about 7500 cubic feet. The retort contains tracks on which the
train cars (which are made entirely of iron) run, the gauge of
which is the same as that of the train yard tracks, by means of which
{
the charge is run in and out. These retorts are provided with a
j
strong door, self-sealing, or may be hand-bolted as may be desired,
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fitting tightly to resist pressure and to prevent
leakage and waste.
The heating apparatus consists of from 8 to 14
lengths of 1 l/2-
steam pipes, running underneath the track over
which the train of
loaded buggies passes, and in the best plants some
pipes a.re placed
on the sides of the retort. The plant must
be further equipped
with a vacuum pump, air compressor, force pump, large
tanks for the
various solutions and other detail appliances. The
following views
JMTthZ*SbYitV construction of the cylinders and doors, also
show
the heating apparatus and the iron buggies.
The treatment of wood consists of two distinct divisions:
First. Steaming
Second. Impregnation with an antiseptic
The first and most essential thing is the seasoning of
the
timber. Unless the wood is thoroughly and properly
seasoned, the
work and cost of treating will be ineffectual. All
fermenting
properties in the wood such as water, resins and starches
must be
removed, and their places supplied with an antiseptic or the
remain-
ing portion will ferment, causing dry rot which will
destroy the
durability, life and strength of the timber.
Seasoning is accomplished in three general ways, steaming,
air drying and kiln drying. The method usually practised
in this
country is the seasoning of the wood by the steaming process.
The
timbers are placed in air tight cylinders, which have been
already
described, and a partial vacuum of about 24 inches is maintained
for
from 15 to 20 minutes. Live steam is then applied, at about SO
lbs.,
for four to five hours with a temperature not to exceed 250 Fahr:
After this steam pressure has been maintained the required
length

2/
END OF CYLINDER OPEN.
This view shows the massive construction of the doors and cylinders.
CREOSOTING CYLINDERS.
The middle cylinder is 105 feet long and the outside ones are 120 feet long.
They are of steel, five eighths of an inch thick.



AN IDEA OF THE CAPACITY OF THE TEXARKANA PLANT CAN RE GLEANED FROM THIS VIEW.

DRAWING A TREATED CHARGE FROM A CYLINDER AT THE TEXARKANA FLANT.
A TREATED CHARGE FROM THE BIG CYLINDER AT OTMBi
TEXARKAM*
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of tine a second application of a vacuum of about 24 to 26 inches
is made, and maintained for about 90 minutes. By this process the
timber is saturated with water, v/hich together with the air and
water-soluble compounds, is removed by the application of the second
vacuum.
A second method of seasoning the timber is accomplished by
keeping the wood in a storage yard. The timbers are piled in a
standard method and from eight months to one year is required to
thoroughly season ties and render them fit for treatment. This is
the most serious objection of this method the tying up of a large
amount of money for a year. If all the railroads in this country
would treat all their ties and season them by this method, there
would be about 100,000,000 ties in these yards all the time, v/hich
would mean an investment of about $35,000,000 with no immediate
return.
The third method of seasoning timber is kiln drying. This
method is expensive and is used very little in the preparation of
timbers for treating with an antiseptic.
After the timber has been thoroughly seasoned it is ready for
the second step, that is to inject into the pores of the timber
a preservative compound. This is either done by the open tank or
close tank w£th methods already described. If the close tank method
is used the injection of the preservative is done by one of the three
general processes namely: "the old", "the Rueping" also called "the
new", and the "Creoaire".
The old process has been used very extensively, but recently
l! many railroads have adopted the Rueping process. The first steps
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in these three processes are the same, that is the charging of the
retort and the seasoning of the wood. These methods differ however
in the injection of the antiseptic.
In the old process the first steps after the seasoning of the
timber or eaccharging of the retort is to apply a vacuum and allow
the preservative to flow in. The oil pressure pump is started as
soon as the timber is entirely submerged and is kept in operation
until the oil in the cylinder is under a pressure of from 100 to
125 pounds per square inch. The temperature of the antiseptic is
maintained at from 155 to 180 F. by means of the steam pipes in
the retort already described. The impregnation being accomplished,
the surplus preservative in the retort is drained into a storage
tank, and the timber load is then drawn from the cylinder. This
process when artificial seasoning is used requires from eight to
forty-eight, usually from eight to twelve, hours depending upon the
kind and size of the timber, and the required amount of oil per
cubic foot. The operation when artificial seasoning is used con-
sists essentially in the following actions:
1. Charging buggies, placing in retort, closing door.
2. Steaming not over 20 lbs. pressure.
3. Producing vacuum of IS to 24 inches.
4. Introducing solutions and applying pressures.
5. Forcing surplus solutions back into tanks.
6. Opening door of retort and withdrawing charge.
The Rueping or new process for impregnation of timber, is by
no means intended for impregnating wood with a new antiseptic. The
principal object of this process is to make the impregnation of

WO od possible with such preservatives
that have already proved to
*e practically the best, but which
on account of their high price
could not up to the present time
he used very extensively. In
order
to impregnate hy this process no
special machinery is necessary, any
ki„d of impregnating works constructed
to modern demands, and used
v> f» sufficient. In the old method the
for the usual process would he
inciem;
pores and other cavities are entirely
filled with the preservative,
wbile in the Rueping process the wood
cells are intended to remain
ated with the preservative. In the
Rueping process the seasoned
wood is subjected for some time, for ahout
half an hour to one hour,
to an air pressure of ahout 60
to 65 Ihs., so that all cells
must he
filled with compressed air. This is
the principal difference be-
tween the old and the new method;
with the former the air is re-
aped from the wood cells hy a vacuum,
whereas on the contrary with
the latter, the wood is filled with
compressed air, the other steps
of the processes are the same.
It may also be stated that by ap-
plying a vacuum after the wood has been
treated, from 5 to 10 per
cent of the impregnating fluid left
in the wood may furthermore be
regained. This method can be used for
any preservative and many
railroads are now treating their ties
with creosote oil by this
|
process. Samples of timbers treated
hy this process are shown
in cuts on pages 23 2 29

CROSS SECTION FROM THE MIDDLE OF LONG LEAF PINE TIE TREATED
AFTER RUEPING PROCESS AT SOMERVILLE, TEX.
CENTER CROSS SECTION OF SHORT LEAF PINE TIE TREATED AFTER
RUEPING PROCESS AT SOMERVILLE, TEXAS.

CENTER CROSS SECTION OF GERMAN TELEGRAPH POLE OF BALTIC PINE TREATED
AFTER THE RUEPING PROCESS.
No. 10.—TREATED SHOKTLEAF PINE TIE AFTER FIVE YEAKS' OSAGE
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CREOAIRE PROCESS
.
The principal object of the Creoaire process is like that of th
Rueping process, in that it is intended to reduce the amount of
preservative used. That is to thoroughly penetrate the -whole body
of the timber without the use of an excess amount of preservative.
This method has been exclusively used in the creosote process, and
consists of injecting the desired number of pounds of oil per cubic
foot of wood, and then by powerful air pressure cause the preserva-
tive to penetrate the wood to a greater depth. This method has not
been used very much but lias been found very effective.
CREOSOTING
.
The creosoting process consists of injecting into the timbers
hot creosote oil also called dead oil of coal tar, in a closed
cylinder under pressure. It was invented by John Bethell, an Eng-
lishman, in 1335. The earliest attempt at real creosoting in the
United States was made in 1865 for the Old Colony Railroad. Creo-
soting is without doubt the most efficient method of preserving
timber. It is also the most expensive, and for this reason per-
haps more than any other, it has failed to be extensively adopted
in America. Creosote is the only material, which will effectually
protect timbers submerged in certain ocean waters from the teredo.
Where timbers are intended to withstand the ravages of the teredo
off the coast of Florida, and in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as on
the Pacific coast, should contain about twenty to twenty-four
pounds per cubic foot of a good quantity of oil. Timbers for simi-
lar use in northern waters will prove satisfactory with a lighter

treatment of oil, say from twelve to eighteen pounds per cubic
foot. The creosote oil is a distillate from coal tar.
The present consumption of creosote oil is growing to he
enor-
mous and the prices are advancing accordingly. The production
of
creosote oil in this country in 1905 amounted to ahout 8,612,500
gallons. To this must he added the importation of 7,750,500 gallons
making the total consumption of creosote oil in this country in
1905 about 16,363,000 gallons. This is an increase of almost 100 %
over the previous year, and is ahout four times the amount for
1903.
SPECIFICATIONS OF COAL TAR OIL.
Recent investigations upon coal tar oil have led to the con-
clusion, that the actual chemical composition of the constituents
of a creosote oil is of minor importance in securing the indefinate
preservation of timber, as compared with the constituents which have
high boiling points and so guarantee the greatest possible stability
The reduction of the low boiling fractions is desirable, as much as
possible consistent with obtaining an oil which will be fluid
enough at all working temperatures. These specifications should aim
to secure, leaving out the question of the chemical properties of
components, and dwelling upon the necessity for obtaining fractions
of a high boiling character as determined by fractional distillation
Little faith can be put upon the specific gravity of creosote oil as
it can be easily increased by the addition of pitch. However the
good oils have a specific gravity of about 1.02 to 1.08 between the
temperatures of 35 and 45 degrees centigrade. A very good specifi-
cation for coa\L-tar creosote was proposed some years ago by Messrs.
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von Schrenk, Fulks , and Kammerer and is as follows: "The oil
used
shall be the best obtainable grade of coal tar creosote; that is,
it
must be a pure product of coal tar distillation and must be free
from admixture of oils, other tars or substances foreign to pure
coal-tar; it must be completely liquid at 3b deg. Cent., and must
be
free from suspended matter; the specific gravity of the oil at 38
deg. Cent, must be at least 1.03. When distilled according to
the
standard method, that is, using an 8 oz. retort, asbestos covered,
with standard thermometer, bulb l/2 inch above the surface of the
oil, the creosote calculated on the basis of the dry oil, shall give
no distillate below 200 deg. Cent., not more than 5 % below 210 deg.
Cent., not more than 25 % below 235 deg. Cent., and the residue a-
bove 355 deg. Cent., if it exceeds 5 % in quantity must be soft and
plastic. The oil shall not contain more than Z % water." These
specifications are rather rigid as can be seen from the curves on
page 33 which show the best, the poorest and the average
of six specimens. The usual specifications will follow the average
curve very closely and oil which will fullfil these conditions is
considered very good indeed.
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BURNETT I ZING PROCESS.
Burnettizing was introduced by Sir William Burnett , in 1838.
This process consists of destroying the tendency of certain vegetablj
and animal substances to decay, by injecting into the wood, zinc
chloride dissolved in water. The zinc chloride solution varies in
strength, the inventor recommended a solution of 1 part by volume to
fifty parts of water. This degree of strength is still used very
much but in the Rueping process, which has been described, a solutio^
of 1 part zinc chloride to 25 parts of water is used. Burnettizing
is used exclusively for railroad ties and has been largely used by
railroads in the Southern States. This system of preserving timber
costs about l/3 compared with impregnation with creosote, which is
the principle cause of its wide usuage. The method of impregnating
the wood under a pressure of 100 to 120 pounds per square inch, as
is done in the creosoting process, is most commonly used. On ac-
count of the fact that the zinc chloride is leached out quite readi-
ly in wet sections, the treatment was somewhat modified.
The first modification -was made by Mr. we llhouse
! s process in-
troduced in 1879 in St. Louis Mo. This process differs from the
Burnettizing process, only by adding to the chloride of zinc a small
amount of glue, followed by a solution of tannin. The effect of the
tannin is to form with the glue an artificial leather, insoluble
in water, which will close up the ducts and retain the zinc chloride
Another modification of the Burnettizing method was invented by
Julius Rutgers of Germany. This process consists of injecting
creosote with a solution of zinc chloride. It is quite efficient,
ex. pensive.
and has the advantage of being less. than straight creosote. The
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Allardyce method was conceived toy the manager of the International
Creosoting and Construction Company, of Galveston, Texas.
This pro-
cess differs from the Rutger's process in that it consists of
separ-
ate injections of zinc chloride and of creosote. In this process a
solution of 2 to 3 per cent chloride of zinc in proportion of
twelve
pounds to the cubic foot is injected. This is followed toy a second
injection of three pounds of dead oil of coal tar to the cutoic foot.
The idea, of this process is to have the greater part of
the oil,
which is a superior preservative, remaining in the wood around
the
outer surface, thus producing practically a water-proof coating
when
allowed to vulcanize toefore toeing used. This process has toeen very
extensively used in recent years in treating ties, sills, poles and
other timbers coming in contact with the earth. Timtoers treated toy
this method have not had a very long practical test tout apparently
this process is proving very satisfactorily.

CKRO-RESIHATE PROCESS.
This process is controlled and used by
the United States Wood
Preserving Company of He. York, it is
exclusively used for the treat-
ing of wooden blocks used for pavements.
The Creo-Resinate procesa
differs from the ordinary creosoting
process in that instead of us-
ing live steam for seasoning the wood,
dry heat is applied at a
temperature of 250°E., and under pressure
of cne hundred pounds to
the square inch. The heat and pressure
are held until the center of
the blocks, which are 4 by 4 by 8 inches,
reaches 212 degrees P.,
thereby destroying all germ life in the
timber, which is the chief
cause of decay. The heat is then reduced
to 150 degrees, after
which a vacuum of 26 inches is created, under
which the cylinder is
run full of creo-resinate mixture, which
consists of 50 percent creo-
sote oil, 48 percent resin and 2 percent
formaldehyde. Pressure is
then applied which forces the mixture into
the blocks until 22
pounds per cubic foot have been absorbed.
The blocks are then run
into another retort and treated with a solution
of lime at a tem-
perature of 212 degrees P., and under pressure
of 150 pounds to the
square inch. They are allowed to cool off
gradually and then are
ready for the market.
Several very good authorities after examining
specimens of
paving blocks treated by this process say that
apparently this method
is very suitable for this purpose.
KYANIZING
.
This process was invented and introduced into
England in 1832,
c-y John Howard Kyan . It consists of steeping
the wood in a solution
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of bichloride of mercury, and the degree of dilution is usually one
pound of the salt to ninety-nine pounds of water. It is a very slow
process compared with those in which the wood is impregnated under
pressure, and requires about as many days for treatment as creosotin^;
or burnettizing would require hours. The usual method is to allow
the timber to steep in vats for a length of time, depending upon its
least thickness. Bichloride of mercury, which is the antiseptic in
this process, contains muriatic acid, which acts upon iron and it is
found impracticable to attempt to impregnate the wood under a pres-
sure in iron cylinders, as can be done when other methods are used.
The slow process and the great cost of the preservative have been
ih& chief causes for this method to be abandoned.
Many other processes are used, most of which used the close
tank method. The most important processes in use are:
1. Creosoting, using heavy oil of coal-tar.
2. Burnettizing, using zinc chloride.
3. Kyanizing, using bichloride of mercury.
4. wellhouse, using zinc chloride, glue and tannin.
5. Allardyce, using zinc chloride and creosote.
0. Boucherizing , using copper sulphate.
7. Thelmany, using copper sulphate . followed by bar iura chloride
.
8. Hasselman, using copper sulphate, iron and aluminum.
9. Creo-Resinate , using creosote, resin, formaldehyde and lime.
10. Hazen, using zinc chloride and gypsum.
11. Woodbine, using surface application of substance containing
creosote
.
12. Vulcanizing.
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A wide range of experience in treating timber for the purpose
of preservation from decay, or at least for prolongation of its
life
by resistance of decay, has taught that the physical structure and
condition of the timber is important m connection therewith, i^eiow
is a list showing : the extent to which various woods may be success-
fully treated.
sapwood perfectly, neart 01 y oung £-,uuu, ctn^
red heart old not at all
. . good
Hard maple .
.
. .
perfectly but hard to treat
Soft maple
.
... perfectly, but it is of no service
Red oak family perfectly
perfectly but unsuited for ties on account of
its brittleness
perfectly, tough but soft
sap perfectly, red heart difficult
perfectly, tough and soft
White elm.
.
perfectly, not strong enough for ties
Rock elm . . . . .perfectly, hard and strong.
,
perfectly, good ties
perfectly, good ties
Loblolly pine . .perfectly
Short leaf pine, sap perfectly, heart not good
Black pine. . . . perfectly
Long Leaf Yellow p i ne ... cannot penetrate heart
Tamarack . . . ... sap perfectly, cannot penetrate heart
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COST 07 TREATMENT.
The average cost of the various processes is shown by the
tables "below.
Statement Showing Cost of Creosoting Material at the Southern
Pacific Company Wood Preserving Works for the Year Ending
June 30, 1902.
At Oakland, Cal.
Months
1901-1902
'
Ou.r I.
"rested
(\y>sorptiot Cost oiTredtmeni per cu.ft- in cent.5.
per cv.it
in \\>5 Oil F oel L 3bor
[Mainte-
nance
OH, Waste
& Water Total
T IJuly 63J 094 1 6>- CO 16.150 0. 90O I 945 0-144 (J. UbU \y-2 0<->
RuyUSl 32,7 J 5 9.ao 14.310 0- 096 Z0O3 0.79Z 0-036 1 3.3/0
Sept 9,3 53 100 5 15.220 0.935 2.519 0.312 O.07Z 23.350
Oct /si — + . ... o pe fd\ ion.
no/- / O -U3 1 5070 0-&5Z Z-015 0.Z&8 0-060 I9.70O
7/C 066l Of jr. c7 ^7 14.730 0.8 76 1.7/5 0.2.63 0-O4& 17.660
Jan.l90Z 69,997 14-960 0.064 1.641 628 0.O6O 13-370
feb. Not ir) perati on
March Mof in operaho n
Apnl 39,873 10. o 5 \A.940 1044- 2..330 Z29Z 009e 20. too
Y\ay &,Z50 100 5 ) 5.320 0-78O 1.476 6.2I& o'*A 35 ZOO
June Hot in operaho n
Total 330,843 100 5 \5.no 0.9 Z4 \-9Z0 1. 092 0.060 19.150
M la\ harm, re.
June 1902.' 17,384 10-32 16390 73
Z
4.6&0 OOI7- 0. 02.A Z0.850

Statement of Cost of Burnettiz:ng Cross Ties for Southern
Pacific Company for the Year Ending June 30, 1902.
At Dietze,Cal. (Portable Plant)
Months
)90H902
Number of Ties
Treated
A Sorption
oi ZnC\.
Cost of Tregment per Tie in Cents
Zn- CI Fuel Labor
Mainte-
nance Tofal
July 190 >
August
Sept
Oct
Mo v.
Dec
.
~t AC J A^/ U
[6X3) 9,7 75
[7X0) 1 1 3,4-2 3
'6X8) /G,30
(7X8) 96,0 96
(6X3) H , 195
'7XS) 99,30Z
(ex&) 19,412-
(JXB) 91, IB4
$>X8) 10,049
(7X3) 4 2,4*6
.60
.6
.60
.GO
Go
A.58
3. 78
37Z
3.85
3.90
4-.07
1.4-7
. 58
05
.68
I.Z9
-4 1
2.8Z
3.09
3. 22
3.00
3.1Z
3. 13
.57
.10
./z
.09
.09
67
9.44
7 54-
e.n
8. AO
&.Z6
Total
Cost £>/
At laf
553,319
moving and seti
ham, Ore.(Portal>i
. 60
\ny up.
2 Plant)
3.89 . 88 3.08 19 3.05
3.3
Jan. 190z
fe. b.
April
May
June
(6X3) 8j906
(7X?) 9 7j777
(6X8) 75, 397
(7*eJ 21,2.6 7
ffrXS) ZZ *7 ^2.44*
(yxa) S3, 490
(6X6) £9,0X3
(7XS) 69,8 15
{6X6) 20,54-0
(7X6) 33,142
.60
6o
.60
6o
6o
3 73
3.65
3. 76
2-69
4-51
.84
. 73
08
.69
2- 79
260
2.. 4-3
2. 4Z
3-42
. 1 z
37
oe
.70
7 39
7 74
6.66
£.87
3-63
Total
Cost oi
4-96, 776
rrtOv'jriy and sei
60
tiny op-
3.57 . 31 Z-63 .24- 6.95
3Z
7Z 7

4/
These prices will vary depending upon local conditions. The
usual charge made "by treating works for treating is for,
Burnettizing $n.oo ?er M. ft. B.M- or s.d cents per co.ff.
Al lardy ce 12.00
Creosote 10 lbs. per cu. ft. 17.00
\l * ' <• 19.00
ZA. • " <• 36.00
(Rueping) 5 » 12.00
The high cost of creosote accounts for the many efforts to se-
cure the same results with other materials, or with combinations
with other materials, which will reduce the amount of tar oil re-
quired. One way of doing this is to put less oil in the timber, and
this accounts for the Rueping and Creoaire processes, both of which
use about 5 lbs. of oil per cu . ft. The Sante Fe Railway used
burnettized ties for about 20 years, but during the last few years
this road has been experimenting on ties treated by the Rueping pro-
cess, which has been found very satisfactorily.
LIFE OF TREATED WOOD.
The question of the life of treated or untreated timber depends
entirely upon local conditions. In certain sections of Texas an
untreated loblolly pine tie will not last a year, and burnettized
ties will not last more than 3 or 5 years. Untreated piles in teredjj
water Will sometimes be destroyed in a month, while piles treated
with 20 lbs. of creosote per cu . ft . have lasted 35 years and still
are in very good condition. This is shown in cuts on pages 5,£>g7.
The life of the same timber in one section of the country may or
may not be (and usually it is not) the same, when exposed to the
;/ "
11 1 •
,1 \A-.A } ,
» 20.2
22.8 „

climatic conditions in another section.
Records kept on 5,000,000 ties on the Santa Fe Railway, prove
that pine ties (long-leaf, short leaf and loblolly), when properly
treated with Zn . CI 2 or with Zn . CI 2 and glue, had average lives
of 11.5 years, while the life of an untreated pine tie is about 4.2
years, this is shown in tables and diagram on pages A3 Z44- also
in cuts on pages 8,9, JO, Z8.& Z9 . Samples of ties and piles both un-
treated and treated are shown in the article on causes of decay on
page S 8, 9, /0, 5, 6, 7, 28, 8,29.
The life of paving blocks is prolonged by proper treatment.
On page 45 is a sideview taken from a cypress paving block which was
treated with 12 pounds of dead oil per cubic foot and laid in New
Orleans in March, 1871, and removed December, 1902. An end view of
the same block is shown on page^^" , and the effect of years of
heavy traffic can be seen from the illustration. Gravel, shells and
other foreign matter have been forced into the top of the block by
traffic. The block is perfectly sound and would last many years
more. This result can only be obtained by properly seasoning, and
impregnating the wood with chemicals that will prevent decay, and
disintegration of the wood cells. On page 46 is shown a cypress
block untreated, laid in Galveston in 1836 and removed in 1898, at
which time it was necessary to repave the street owing to the de-
cayed condition of the blocks. A sample of a treated long-leaf
pine paving block removed after 28 years service in Galveston,
Texas is shown on page 47. The question today does not seem to
be whether the treatment will prolong the life of timber or not,
but how much money can we spend upon the treatment and still have
e c on omy
.
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No. 12—UNTREATED CYPRESS PAVING BLOCK AFTER TWELVE YEARS' SERVICE.

47
No. 5-KND VIEW OH BLOCK SHOWN IN CUT No. 8.
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ECOHOM C CONSIDERATI ONS
.
The questions involved in any comparison between the ultimate
cost of treated, and untreated timbers must be resolved into a
com-
parison between the annual charges made against these timbers.
The
features involved are the original cost, the length of life, the
cost of renewal, and compound interest on the investment. The rate
of interest is immaterial, since any comparison must be made at
the
same rate
.
Let C= original cost of timber
n - life of timber in years
A - annual payment, with compound interest, which if
placed aside, will amount to sufficient to replace
(at cost of C) the timber at the end of n years
r = rate of interest on initial cost
Eo.r convenience of comparing the cost of timber, a tie will be
considered. A payment of C is made when the tie is installed. A
second payment of C is made at the end of n years. The present
value of this second payment is ^ffT , and the present value of the
third payment which is made at the end of zn years is jp^jTn ',
then the total present value of the investments will be equal to
Suppose the annual payment, A, is made at the end of each year. The
present worth of these payments is as follows:
For the first payment ,_^L_
+ r)
"For the nth- payment , A—
which annual payments represents the present worth of the tie during
its life of n years.
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When the tie is replaced, after n -ears, the present value of
the
payments on this replaced tie will he:
For the n+1 payment, -—^
[*-+'/
For the 2 n tb payment } g~Jz*
which represents the present worth of the payments to he made on
the
second tie. When this tie is replaced by a third tie at the end of
2n years, the present value of the 3n th payment against this
third tie is equal to ^fpn
The present value of the cost (C) will he equal to the present value
of the annual payments charged up against these ties as long as the
series is continued, i.e.,
C
+il+rf ~" Q+r) 2 " +- - (i+r) + + — ^t^r) n
_A p, A_
%r) n -" +&fr**+- Vr>2"
or
The annual charge A* , against renewals must also he considered. No
money is paid out until the tie is renewed at the end of n years.
Annual charge ( A' ) against such renewal would he
i
_
C' x_r
____
- 0+rJ n-l
in which C' ^ the cost of renewal, and r is the rate of interest.
4
50
For convenience in making a comparison of the relative annual
charges against timber of known cost and life, tables on pages .5/
^
in which these various charges are stated, have been prepared.
Tne
interest in both tables is compounded at 4 percent. For instance,
a tie costing 50 cents, and lasting ten years has an annual
charge
against it of 5.17 cents. If it cost 20 cents for relaying,
the
annual charge against it will be 1.66 cents making a total annual
charge of 7.83 cents. Suppose a tie cost 45 cents, and the
life of
this tie is 6 years. The question is, how much can be expended
on
treating it, by so doing, the life is extended to fourteen years?
The annual charge against the untreated tie is 8.59 cents, to
this
must be added the annual charge for renewal of 3.02 cents provided
it cost 20 cents to relay, making a total annual charge of 11.61
cents. If 50 cents was added in preservatives, this tie would have
to last about 12 year*-the annual charge against the 95 cent tie,
including renewal, being 11.46 cents.
One important consideration in this connection must not be lost
sight of. The mechanical wear of the tie must always be carefully
considered. Of course it is not a paying proposition, to add to the
cost of a tie by preservation processes to such an extent that the
ties preserved from decay for years after its mechanical destruction.
One of our great railway systems, has made the following statement,
» that if a treated tie lasted twice as long as an untreated t.ie,
the cost of the former might be 30.53 percent greater than the cost
of the untreated tie". Similar calculations can be made on other
timbers, such as piles, wooden block for pavements, bridge timbers
etc., by the same reasoning.
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'strength oe treated timber.
Timber is frequently injured by excessive steaming, or by high
temperature either during the steaming process or during the inject-
ion of the preservative. Steaming above the boiling point of water
is a serious injury to the wood, destroying the elasticity of its
fiber, making the wood particularly liable to break under impact.
In the experimental tract laid in 1902 in Texas, some of the creo-
soted ties broke in half in the track after a few months of service
Some of these ties were so brittle that they broke on being thrown
from the car to the ground. These ties had been subjected to an
excessive temperature during the steaming process, and also during
the injection of the creosote.
4
The effect upon steaming and treating timber, is shown by the
results of experiments made by the Bureau of Eorestry U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The test pieces of these experiments were 11
feet long, and were cut at the same time from one forest site. In
testing the influence of the seasoning process, a three foot sectiorj
was cut from one end of each timber and sawed up in test pieces,
which furnished a basis of comparison between the results of tests
on these pieces, and the results on pieces taken from the remaining
8 foot section, after the latter had been subjected to the various
seasoning processes in the treating cylinder. In testing the effeclj
of preservatives themselves the entire 11-ft. timber was subjected
to the preliminary seasoning processes, after which a three foot
section was cut from the end of each timber. The 3 foot section
thus having been subjected to the seasoning processes formed a
basis of comparison with the remaining 8 foot section, which was
t.rpat.Pd -Ht.h pr ftafiwa-tivea. In this wav the separate effects

of the preliminary processes and the effects of the
preservatives
could he determined.
The test pieces were subjected to cross-hending strain, com-
pression - along the grain under both static and impact
conditions,
and under shearing parallel to the grain, and compression at
right
angles to the grain under static conditions. Ordinarily
the streng-
th tests were made immediately after treatments in the
cylinder.
These experiments indicate that the steaming process weakens
the
resistance of the wood fiber to both static and impact loadings.
It may be stated that this diminution of strength, is very
nearly
in direct proportion to the length of time that any given steam
pres
sure is applied. The diminution of strength was found to be 25 %
after a pressure of 20 pounds was applied for ten hours to green
loblolly pine, and 10 per cent -hen a pressure of twenty pounds
was
applied for 4 hours. This diminution of strength increased very
rapidly when the pressure rose above 20 pounds, and amounted
to
about 25 percent when a pressure of 50 pounds was applied for
4
hours. The average decrease in strength is 0.125^ for every
pound
hour of steam pressure.
Recent experiments made by Professor W. K. Hatt , show that tim-
ber subjected to steam, under pressure, shows a loss in strength,
and that such loss is a fraction of the steam pressure and the
dur-
ation of such treatment. Reducing all the firgures to percentage,
the following results (for loblolly pine) wore obtained.
Strength of unsteamed tie 100
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 10 pounds 89
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 20 pounds 84

ss
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 30 pounds 7 5
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 40 pounds 7 6
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 50 pounds 68
Strength of tie steamed 4 hours at 100 pounds 41
These figures have been corrected in order that the test may he
com-
parable, at the same degree of moisture, hut no correction was made
for the effect of the water in the wood.
With relation to the effect of preservatives, themselves, it may
he said that the treatment with zinc chloride does not seem to
fur-
ther reduce the strength of timber, beyond the effect of the steam-
ing process. Under static loading the strength of timber that had
been treated the 2 l/2 per cent solution of zinc chloride, after
having been steamed four hours at 20 pound pressure, was the same
as that of timber which had been steamed without the subsequent ap-
plication of zinc chloride. It may be that subsequently the crystal-
ization of the zinc chloride will weaken the wood fiber. This re-
mains to be determined.
Mechanical tests made on specimens cut from loblolly pine ties
treated by the Rueping process for preserving timber at Somerville,
Texas, furnished by Mr. E. 0. Faulkner, Manager, Tie and Timber De-
partment, Santa Ye Railroad, shows that the strength of the treated
timber by this process is greater than untreated timber. The test
pieces of these experiments were ten selected 11 - ft. ties of sea-
soned loblolly pine. From each tie before treatment, a three foot
length was sawed to furnish test specimens to determine the strength
of the natural wood. The remaining 8 - foot length was treated by
the straight Rueping process. The penetration of the various ties

is shown by the accompanying table.
Table showing number of pounds
treated by the Rueping Process.
of creosote absorbed by ties
Before Tresfrtevf miqhh of &ftfjeces jfrerTre^ment
Number
Original
weight
it) lbs.
ofsfr «
p / e~c&
V/7 /i?S.
Weight" 1
of3
Pecerrtber /904- Jbs. of
oil per
3ft.piece
/ /2 29
J /7/. £ /23.0 /3*4-0 /33.0 J 33.0 / /• CI
2 /70.0 /24.0 4.6.0 /3S.0 /37 C J37 /4 O
3 /7S0 /29.S 43 £ /4z
, jt sf SI /39. /3&. 6
4 J/3.0 44.^ /30. S J2- 9. /23 .0
D J77S J) Or C /39.0 / 37. £ / 36£ /3 9,
/20-S 4? £ J33.5 /32.0 /3/.0
7 /7* ^ /26-6 4B £ /44.0 J43.0 <? /ft
a /64.0 //7-f> 46.4 /29.0 J2&.0 '23.0 IJZ70 //£
9 J 73.
6
/JZ9.0 44-0 /420 j4o. j'42. d /39.£ /3. O
/O /7/0 4S.4 O /3SO /30. £
1905.0 /235- * 469* / 373.0 /3S9.6 f3£3-0
Average J2 3.
6
470 Z37-3 J 36 /3J-3 /3S-I J3S
A verap' y 8in />? /bs /3.7 /T.4 /t.7 //. s
> per eei
1
/6.0 9.5 9.J
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The 3 feet pieces were supposed to be seasoned and
therefore were not
reweighed. The treated 8 foot lengths furnished test
pieces for
determining the strength of the treated wood. From each
length of
natural and treated wood, four specimens 2 x 2 inches
in cross sect-
ion and 36 inches long were cut for static cross bending
tests.
After this test all the unfractured ends of the
specimens, one
2 x 2 x 4 for compression parallel jfO the fiber, one 2 x 2
x 6 for
compression perpendicular to the fiber, and one 2 x 2 x 3
for shear
radical to the grain were cut. In cutting the specimens
from the
tie care was taken to select clear, straight grain
pieces free from
all defects. All tests under static loading and of the
four follow-
ing kinds; 72 cross-bending, 78 compression parallel to
the fiber,
76 compression perpendicular to the fiber and 66 shearing
tests
along the radius of the cross section of the tree.
on pa$e 5&
The summarized results of the test are shown in table, which
also contains a comparison of the results on a basis of 100 for
the
strength of the natural wood.

Table showing the relative strength of natural
and treated wood
Value of treated wood in percent
of natural wood.
Cross "bending
Fiber stress at elastic limit
Modulus of rupture
Modulus of elasticity
Compression parallel to fiber crushing
strength at maximum load
Compression perpendicular to fiber
crushing strength at yield point
Shear - radical
Shearing stress
126
117
117
130
114
103
The above tests show that there is no decrease in
the strength
of the wood due to the Rueping process of treating timber,
but on
the contrary some apparent increase.
These two sets of experiments are the only mechanical
tests
that have been performed. The first set described were
performed
on wood treated by the old method of creosoting while the
second set
-,ere tests made upon wood creosoted by the new or Rueping
process.
The results of . the first indicate a decrease in strength
while the
results of the second set show an increase in strength.
Prom these
tests the following conclusions can be made.
(1) A high degree of steaming is injurious to wood in strength.
The
degree of steaming at which pronounced harm results will
depend upon
the quality of wood and its degree of seasoning, and upon
the pres-

sure of steam and the duration of
its application.
(2) The nresence of zinc chloride
.ill not weaken wood under static
loading, although the indications are
that the wood hecomes hrittle
under impact.
(3 ) The presence of creosote
will weaker, wood treated by the old
prooess, and apparently strengths the
wood slightly when creosoted
by the Rueping process. This may he
accounted for hy the fact that
in the wood treated hy the old
prooess the cell walls are always kept
moist hy the oil in the cells, hut in
the wood treated hy the Ruep-
ing process there is no oil in the
cells, and the small amount of
creosote on the cell walls soon hecomes
hard and strengthens the
wood
.
SD1UIARY 07 THE TIMBER PRESERVATION.
in this country, the treatment of
railroad ties and timoer only
dates hack 25 years, with a few exceptional
efforts in a tentative
way and in hut limited quantifies.
The chloride of zinc and creo-
sote, taken the lead as the agents, the
former owing to .the cost
coming within the limit of economy has so
far outstripped the use of
the latter, that today scarcely one
great railroad can he found
using the creosoted ties, except in tests
particularly ties treated
with creosote hy the Rueping process.
Most of the largest rail-
road systems are fast filling their tracks
with treated ties. These
railroads are using either the simple chloride
of sine process or
a modification, in which glue and tannin are
employed as a retardent
to help to conserve, and to prevent in
seme degree the waste of the
chloride "by 1 ei chi i -
The record, are not as perfect and complete
as could he de-
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sired,but even in the face of imperfect records and with
indications
of imperfect treatment, the zinc chloride has shown
a great economy
in the maintenance of the roadway. Although it is very
difficult
to give a rule at all generally applicable, it may
however be said
that there is a unanimous opinion that treating materially
increases
the life of ties; approximately the life is doubled in case
oi oak
ties, tripled in that of pine and quadrupled in that of
beech.
Creosote where a full impregnation can be had, has almost
in-
variably proved effective in prolonging life of timber, and in
cer-
tain lines has been resorted to where prolonged life is
very es-
sential notwithstanding the excess of cost. The use of creosoted
timbers has been chiefly confined to piling, particularly to
piles
used in teredo v/aters.
The new or Rueping process, however, has brought the cost down
to the line of economy, and it will no doubt be used to creosote
ties. This process of course cheapens the treatment but only
the
lapse of considerable time will demonstrate the degree of success.
As already stated in this paper the tie* treated by this
process,
and laid in the experimental track in T xas, are still in very
good
condition after a service of six years.
A comparative report of timber .treated in the United
States for
1904, 1905 and 1906 is given in table.
I_

6/
•stive i?eport o/ Materia! Tre^tect in the United Jt*.
{or /e*rs /£>04, /9C3, <?f7ci/S>06
Ls~*s* s <" ^rroccjo 1904 /90 6 Inczre&^e J206 /nzresse /
Itnerjqe /bs
n (&c fed pes'
Creosote
Cu.ff pilinq. 5, 507,993 4,345 9/6 /, 03 7,9-23
s~ s~t s~f /y3,3 53,827 30% y// J4
•< lumber 2, /28,747 2,95-2,547 32 3, eoo 3,634, 84/ 682,294 12?-
" •• bridge Umber 2.44,390 30O, 04/ a5,63/ S6/y702 a 6/, 702 /2t
Li 1 ,
•• parincj blocks 690, 769 t>90, /6y 1, 764,233 £ u Y3/-4 /O i~o /4
..
.. barae mdfer/al 400,000 400, 000 Pio report
•• cross arm
5
122,6/2 /22j6/2 /o to /4
Net In cresse 3, 008, /43 3,247,983
Ho- ofTies Treated. 77,720 /,/23, 684 /, 046,564 1336,933
7/3,299 / /
0. of Fence rostj.
14 A A A
14-, OOv l4 00 1 10 report
Zinc Chloride
Cu.Ft- pilinq £8,22/ /0,33 7 A7,384
II, 657 J,32-0 O. 46
" " lumber 854, 709 201,336
*
573, 379 365, 4// (J& 1 0.42
» • bridge timber £54,190 554,190 34,887
<7 j st a sy34,3o / s\ MA.Cs . Cs Sf~
.< " swdcf) ties 434,653 434,655 404, 736
%9,9I9 55
ftel Increase *74f) 70
A
90 36,9
Jlo. of Ties Treated 13,653,985 /3,477,Z6Z %<?(,, 723 lA,/68,784 69i
522- 0.43
( 1- ~ R->*i~
Mo. of Fence rosr^ 332 332.
2Zinc and Oil Zinc 0.2£
Cu.Ft. piling
« " lumber
91,97*
19,568
t30, 6/0
64,548
38,636
44,990
Z/ , 563
5j69l
a/} Qc: -z
% 3,957
Oil 3.00
Zinc 0.2S
0,1 3.0
Net 1ncrease
Mo. of Tie5 Treated. 149, 295 4/8,/63
33; a/6
263,871\ 9/0, 69/
22, 096
500,523
Ztnc 0-33
o;l 2-VP
* Decrease
»rt continued-
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Compdrsh^e /?<?f>orf ofM#fer/#/ Treated m the United Jf^tes
for years /<?os <?/7d /906> (conj
r / is is C— —*
—
y J £>o4 increase /906 Increase intested &er— . in fart
Zmc, 6/vej <?r>d TjM'"
246 33, 77<& 33, 773
" Jum&er 23, &60 2,346 6,364 17,496 0.45
..
> bridge timber 4 1,692 4/, 692 63, 534 2 6,04
Z
0.45
' > switch t/es 3Z,366 3Z,36& 0.4/
Met hcreasc /09, 036
Mo. otlie-sTregfed'. lj/0/,230 /j399,JL/Z 2 97, 932 907, 773 49/,437 0-30
Decrease.
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ftecapifoJ&f/on of Com/?*r#f'Ve fte/mrf of fl
r
ater/<?/ Tr<e<afec? /n (Jm feet
states for year* /9Q4, /0OSy (.see /*/*or^O#p*S*3 6/2 62)
1 r7C-r-<Z&5<S IP04- IPOS I90S-/906
Net increase of cu.tt. pif/r/q
„ „ lumber s-t /"» rJ *7j4 *7Z97/ /4
/
700, 6/7
»• < ' paying blocks 690, 769 073,464
" >, bridge timber 6/2, S37
i
••
-. bar^e " 400, 00
j witch ties 467, 02 1
..
-cross dr/ws '22, 6/2
lorat " , • •• of rna/erta/
J < £ AA <7
,t •' switch ties ^-*iy S 2* ^
lofal in crease of cu ff of marer/a/ rre&rect.
1 >7/7 / /yf S~//sSJ y isi/*> s- T <" fl J^" r^/7r,e iPOSIS.
f rlUI //v l^t \S(S / r7(J CrOSS / /& -3 ^ ' ffsrff^- f 2 460, 797 2, 34L £37
Total net increase of cross foes treated /, -4 ' S; vus
" fence post's treated /3/ £63 No report.
L . HA^eraae fie - 2-7 curt.
fence post - 2.6 Cist/
Grand ToTJ/ r?ef /ncr'easc co• rr
in cu fl
/of a/ arnouj Trear ecr^ in uni/ecr .ji a in
4 03£y4/3 7,/59, 036
/go 4 /90£~ /9C76
48,463,3/6 S4,300,92
i
? 6/,460y 0/S
Totalamount J~/rnf>er i/sed in Un,ted States. ci//r s^ooftoopoo

The above summary shows a rapid increase in the
amount of tim-
ber treated particularly in amount creosoted,
while the amount treat-
ed by zinc chloride shows a decrease except in
the treating of ties.
It also shows that only about three fourths
of one percent of the
total amount of timber used in this country receive
treatment. Of
course it is not necessary to treat all of
the timber we use, since
a great deal of it is used for inside finishing
and places where it
is not exposed to decay, but it has been estimated
that we could
treat at least 15 percent of the timber used.
It is evident that
the industry of wood preservation is sure to expand
great proportion^
and also to modify and improve the present practice.
There are a number of problems in the treatment of
timber which
are yet unsolved. The subject, however, has been removed
beyond the
experiment stage and treatment can be adopted with
reasonable con-
fidence that benefits commensurate with the expense
will be secured,
and that further investigations and discoveries will
be in shape of
developments, which will probably enable us with reasonably
increas-
ed expenses, to secure more permanent and satisfactory
results.
Careful records are now being kept by several railroads
upon
the life of treated ties. Unfortunately no such records
have been
kept of untreated timbers, which should be done so as
to form a basij
for a comparison of the treated and untreated timbers.
Within the last few 7ears the Forest Service of the United
State*
and Department of Agriculture, the Wood Preserver's
Association, and
the Railroads have done very much in the development of
the wood
preserving industry, and it is expected that they will make
great

discoveries, and improvements within the next ten years.
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